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On October 5, 2011, Brazil’s Congress approved a

This Commentary will briefly survey the current

new competition law that significantly restructures

merger review process in Brazil. It will also evaluate

the landscape of competition enforcement in Brazil.

the newly passed competition law and the impact

Brazil’s Congress will now forward the bill to the desk

the changes in the new competition law will have on

of President Dilma Rousseff, who has 15 working days

companies and corporations looking to do business

to approve or reject the bill.1 If the new competition

in Brazil.

act is approved, which many believe it will be, it shall
enter into force six months from the date of its publication in the Federal Official Gazette (meaning that
the current law will continue to be valid until at least
April 2012).
As Brazil’s economic stature grows, its role in upholding and maintaining a globally reputable antitrust
policy becomes increasingly important, both within
Latin America and throughout the world. With a significant reorganization of Brazil’s merger review process on the verge of becoming law, companies doing
business in Brazil should closely evaluate the newly
passed legislation.

Brazil’s Current Economic Situation
While most countries around the globe are struggling
to recover from the global financial crisis of 2008,
Brazil’s economy has shown remarkable resilience.
In 2009, as the economies throughout Latin America
contracted by 1.9 percent, Brazil’s economy remained
stable. 2 According to early estimates, in 2010 the Brazilian economy expanded by more than 7.5 percent. 3
One result of the increase in economic activity is a
corresponding increase in high-value mergers and
acquisitions in Brazil. In 2005, 386 mergers were
reviewed by Brazil’s Administrative Council for Economic Defence (“CADE”), the principal authority
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in charge of rendering final decisions after the Brazilian
merger review is

complete. 4

CADE for review: (i) the transaction will have some effect in

In 2006 and 2007, the number

Brazil; and (ii)(a) if, as a result of the transaction, the market

of mergers reviewed by CADE grew to 411 and 591 respec-

share held by any of the participants is higher than 20 per-

tively. 5

In 2010, CADE reviewed 640

mergers, 6

and signs

cent or (ii)(b) any participant has a reported revenue in the

indicate that this upward trend will continue in 2011.7 As the

fiscal year prior to the transaction equal to or higher than

economy grows and economic activity flourishes, the anti-

R$400 million. 17 Over the past 16 years, CADE has made

trust system, particularly the merger control system, is of

efforts to better define these broad rules to create a more

increasing importance. Fernando Furlan, the president of

reliable and standardized merger review process; however,

CADE, agrees: “We have a great responsibility, as the coun-

the current structure of the Brazilian merger review process

try is going through big changes, and I believe competition

still contains significant inefficiencies.

advocacy institutes have a great role to

play.” 8

Overview of New Competition Law

Overview of Current Law

On October 5, 2011, the Brazilian National Congress, follow-

Brazil’s current competition law went into effect in 1994 by

ing in the footsteps of the Federal Senate18 and supported

way of Law No. 8,884/94. 9 The law states that, “Any acts that

by both Brazilian competition agencies and companies, 19

may limit or otherwise restrain open competition or that

approved the new competition law. 20 The bill has been sent

result in the control of relevant markets for certain products

to President Rousseff for approval. The three most important

review.” 10

The

substantive changes that the new competition law includes

law creates a triangular institutional system of three sepa-

are: (i) the introduction of a pre-merger notification system;

rate governmental entities that work together to monitor

(ii) the consolidation of merger review responsibilities into a

competition in Brazil. The three agencies created by Law No.

single competition agency, CADE; and (iii) the simplification

8,884/94 are the Secretariat of Economic Law of the Ministry

of the required notification threshold.

or services, shall be submitted to CADE for

of Justice (“SDE”), the Secretariat for Economic Monitoring
of the Ministry of Finance (“SEAE”), and the aforementioned

The most significant change in the new competition law is

CADE.11

The law designates different merger review respon-

that it establishes a mandatory pre-merger notification sys-

sibilities to each. The SDE is in charge of investigating anti-

tem. 21 The pre-merger notification system requires merging

competitive practices and issuing nonbinding opinions of

parties to notify CADE of a transaction meeting the thresh-

its analysis of the merger. 12 SEAE also submits a nonbind-

olds set forth in the new law and receive approval from

ing opinion regarding the economic aspects and impacts of

CADE prior to the closing of the transaction unless the statu-

the

merger.13

CADE, the one agency with authority to make

tory time period for CADE review expires, in which case the
parties are then free to consummate the transaction. 22

binding decisions and rulings, reviews these nonbinding
reports from SDE and SEAE, conducts its own review of the

Along with creating a pre-merger notification requirement,

merger, and is ultimately responsible for the final ruling on
merger

approvals.14

the new competition act consolidates the merger review
responsibilities from its current triangular approach to a sin-

Brazil’s current law creates a post-merger notification sys-

gular one—placing all investigatory, review, and decision-

tem, meaning merging parties are generally not precluded

making authority with CADE. Under the newly passed law,

from consummating their transaction before or during the

CADE will comprise three principal bodies, all of which will

review process. The law states that notification of a “merger

work together within one agency: (i) the Administrative Tri-

or other agreement” is mandatory within 15 days after its

bunal; (ii) the Superintendence General; and (iii) the Depart-

“occurrence,” 15

ment of Economic Studies. The Administrative Tribunal is

if the merger meets certain threshold notifi-

requirements.16

The existing law establishes the fac-

the decision-making body in charge of rendering final and

tors that determine whether the merger must be sent to

binding administrative decisions on merger notifications

cation

2

that are not cleared by the Superintendence General. 23 The

be approved or should be denied due to anticompetitive

Superintendence General, led by an appointed Superinten-

effects. The pre-merger notification system in the newly

dent General, will conduct investigations of anticompetitive

passed bill will allow the competition agencies the ability

practices and is empowered to render final administrative

to review the merger before it has been executed, evaluate

decisions to clear merger notifications. 24 The Superinten-

any potential anticompetitive effects, and approve or deny

dent General will also be able to render nonbinding opin-

the merger without the mess of undoing a consolidation or

ions on merger notifications that it believes should not be

unraveling certain consolidated aspects of a merger. Fur-

unconditionally cleared. The Department of Economic Stud-

thermore, pre-merger notification will benefit CADE because

ies, headed by CADE’s chief economist, will be responsible

it optimizes the agency’s ability to utilize structural rem-

for rendering nonbinding economic opinions and studies.

edies as a more effective way to make an anticompetitive
merger more competition friendly. Finally, while companies

Finally, the new competition act amends and clarifies the

will no longer have the flexibility of deciding whether it is in

mandatory notification thresholds. Under the recently

their interest to close a transaction prior to CADE’s approval,

passed bill, a transaction is subject to mandatory notifica-

they will no longer be faced with the possibility of a forced

tion if one of the parties in the transaction reported reve-

unwinding of a partially or fully consummated consolidation.

nues in Brazil of at least R$400 million in the previous year

As one attorney put it, “the new law gives an important tool

and the other party reported revenues in Brazil of at least

to the authorities and should also increase legal certainty to

R$30 million in the previous year. The new competition law

private parties.”27

does not contain the mandatory notification requirement in
the existing competition law when a party has 20 percent

The second major change in the new merger review law is the

market share in the relevant market. 25

consolidation of merger review powers within a singular entity.
The new guidelines consolidate the powers and responsibilities currently held by three separate agencies into CADE. No
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longer will CADE have to rely on SEAE and SDE for their investigative reports, nor will the agencies duplicate one another’s

The newly passed competition law, although not perfect,

efforts. 28 Rather, within CADE, the Superintendence Gen-

contains several aspects that will generally benefit the Bra-

eral, the Administrative Tribunal, and the Department of Eco-

zilian competition system as well as companies and cor-

nomic Studies will be able to work together to fully review and

porations intending to do business in Brazil; even Brazil’s

approve all mergers. Moreover, with the entire review being

iconic former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva endorsed

conducted by one agency, the new review deadline is able to

the legislation. 26 The three primary improvements that the

be much more straightforward with a maximum term for the

new competition act presents are: (i) the creation of a pre-

issuance of a final administrative decision of 240 days from

merger notification requirement ensures that businesses

the date of notification. This timeline may be extended up to

and regulatory agencies will not face the possibility of hav-

90 days if CADE determines the transaction requires deeper

ing to undo a fully completed or partially completed merger;

analysis. Not only will the process be more efficient on the

(ii) the new consolidated merger review structure will be

regulatory side, but businesses will now have a clearer picture

quicker and less cumbersome for all parties involved; and

as to the review timeline of their proposed mergers and will

(iii) the notification requirement threshold is clarified.

be able to work with a single agency. The confusion created
by a system where merging companies had to communicate

The most significant change to the merger review process

with three separate, seemingly autonomous agencies will be

is the change to a pre-merger notification system. The exist-

eliminated. In fact, the new centralization of merger review

ing competition law’s post-merger notification system allows

powers into CADE received praise from antitrust attorneys in

for consolidations to have been completed, or at least initi-

Brazil: “Merging the agencies was crucial as the existence of

ated, before CADE is able to rule whether or not they should

three separate bodies has been something of a nightmare.”29

3

The third major change in the new merger guidelines is the

main antitrust agency, CADE, was recently recognized by the

clarification of the merger notification requirements. The

Global Competition Review as the best agency in the Ameri-

new competition law outlines a simple set of factors that

cas for 2010.30 The new competition law will allow CADE, and

must be met in order to require the reporting of a proposed

the Brazilian merger review process in general, to eliminate

transaction to CADE. Under the new law, if one of the par-

many of the inefficiencies inherent in a post-merger notifica-

ties has revenues within Brazil from the previous year of at

tion system, particularly a post-merger system with respon-

least R$400 million and the other party has revenues in Bra-

sibilities divided among three different regulatory agencies.

zil from the previous year of at least R$30 million, then the
merger must be reported. No other factors would need to be

Moving forward, it is important for corporations doing busi-

met in order to require notification, and the ambiguous 20

ness in Brazil or companies considering consolidation activi-

percent market share test in the existing rules is eliminated.

ties that could affect Brazilian markets to closely evaluate

The elimination of the market share test and the clarification

the final version of the new competition law if and when it is

of the threshold requirements, stating that the revenues had

ratified by President Rousseff. The law will likely make Brazil

to have occurred in Brazil, make the notification thresholds

a friendlier environment for consolidation activity, as poten-

very clear to both the parties involved in the transaction as

tial merging parties would have a clearer understanding of

well as the reviewing antitrust authorities.

the regulatory framework of the merger review, and several
inefficiencies both for the merging parties and the regulatory agencies would be eliminated.

Of course, just as the Brazilian merger control system is
“improved,” it becomes a more significant regulatory hurdle
for merging companies. Adding a pre-merger review require-
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